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In 2019 there were an estimated 5.3 million overnight trips in Northern Ireland. This includes trips
by external visitors to Northern Ireland and domestic trips taken by local residents. Estimated
expenditure associated with all overnight trips was £1.0 billion.
External visitors were estimated to take 3.0 million overnight trips to Northern Ireland in 2019.
Expenditure associated with these trips was £731m.
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in Northern
Ireland



Consequences of 
the tourism restrictions
introduction in Northern Ireland





Step 1
Public transport with safety measures in

place
All tourist facilities closed, with

exceptions
Just the necessary trip



Capacity increases with demand, within 
the limits of social distance requirementsStep 2



Step 3

Caravan sites open, but common facilities
remain closed
Hotels and guesthouses reopen
Public transport returns to full

functionality, with restrictions



Step 4

Hostels, campsites and other 
accommodation with shared facilities are 
open
Accommodation base for tourist purposes 

open
Hotels can offer a wider range of services 

in addition to accommodation and meals



Step 5
Public transport operates to the full extent 

with limited restrictions
Preparing for a full return from a holiday 

trip



Tourism in Poland in 
the face of COVID-19 
pandemic





Travel restrictions in 
Poland



Starting from 17 July, any person crossing the state border of the Republic of Poland by
plane must fill out an electronic Passenger Locator Form via the ICT system before checking
in, and if this is not possible, fill out a paper Passenger Locator Form provided by the cabin
crew.



Polish accommodation establishments 
statistics



"Domestic tourism will undoubtedly increase, at least in the shorter
term. There may be a reluctance to immediately undertake
international travel, particularly to those countries most affected by
coronavirus - although the advertising and promotional activities
noted will seek to counter such perceptions. The economic impact
of the crisis must also be considered. It may well be that, again in
the shorter term, many people might only be able to afford shorter
domestic holidays or indeed, staycations. In the longer term,
however, I can't honestly see a trend away from international
tourism towards domestic - it will eventually be back to 'business
as usual', though this will depend on factors such as the longer-
term costs of flying." - UCLan’s Richard Sharpley, Professor of Tourism



Tourism sector after 
pandemic
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